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Pro-biotic bait concept 

Through several years, Team Catch Adventure 
has been cooperated with expertise from the 
feeding industry. The Pro-biotic bait concept was 
developed and added to our Boilies. Ongoing 
test-fishing has been with very satisfying results. 
The Pro-biotic Concept is a preventive feed 
supplement. The bacterial intestinal flora is 
stimulated, which results in a high absorption of 
food nutrition and an optimized health. 
A helping hand for the fish growth, resilience, 
and health. 

  F6 HNV Boilie 

Formel 6 has developed and been tested through times. The name is from a list with own 
recipes, where this one is filed as F6. One of Team Catch Adventure's favorite boilie, which is 
packed with water dissolvable proteins and natural extracts. F6 has extremely high nutrition’s 
value and is packed with appetite stimulators, aminos, vitamins and minerals in a perfect balance 
for the carps. Our Pro-biotic concept gives the fish an increased extraction of these riches. 

The majority of this boilie attraction/flavour profile is built into the dry ingredients. First 
impression when tasting it, is a weak milky sweetness that is followed by a kick of chili, plus tones 
of anis and GLO. The smell is almost molasses with a weak supplement of fruit/spicy aroma.  
F6 is hard to describe. F6 needs to be experienced! 

This natural-colored red boilie has its own 
variation of birdseed and is a high-leaking, 
shelf-life boilie. Its fish effectively for 
minimum 24 hours but can be decomposed 
by small fish or fast flowing water. 
The above is only a quick look behind the vail, 
where the real content of dry and wet 
ingredients is located. But it makes a 
reasonable picture of the HNV boilie F6. 

A shelf-life product in absolutely top class, for 
a really good price. 

Product Amount    Price/kg Price/bag Artcode.                                                   
18mm. F6 Boilies 3kg bags 11,50 euro 34,50 euro 601-102                      
24mm. F6 Boilies 5kg bags 11,50 euro 57,50 euro 601-109                  
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Mussel HNV Boilie 

Our Mussel HNV Boilie is built on a rich base 
of water-soluble proteins and natural extracts. 
A high nutritional value is supported by 
appetite stimulators, vitamins, minerals and 
aminos in a good balance. The Pro-Biotic 
Concept is added to help fish maximize yield 
of the feed source.  
(Read about our Pro-Biotic Concept, in the F6 
Boilie description on page 2). 

Besides the base, this boilie primarily unfolds 
a smell and taste of mussel. Mussel meal + 
flavor kicks through, but under neath amongst other things hides krill meal, krill flavor and pellet 
crumble. Mussel HNV Boilie is a natural brown colored, high leaking stinker, that will attract fish. 

A shelf-life product in absolutely top class, for a really good price. 

Product Amount   Price/1 kg Artcode.                                                    
18mm. Mussel Boilies 1kg bags  11,50 euro 601-111                      

 

F6 Matching Pop-Ups (Natural Red) 

F6 Pop-Ups is built on identical attraction and 
flavor profile, as the F6 HNV Boilie. Packed with 
aminos and appetite-stimuli, it is a very 
effective bait on its own. 
This quality Pop-Up is colored natural red and 
match perfect! to a feeding area consisting of 
our F6 Boilie. Tackles mounted with 
balanced/popped hook-baits, that match the 
feedings. Can be a devastating approach for shy 
fish. F6 Pop-Ups release its aromatic inner for a 
long time, and still, it will maintain a strong 
buoyancy effect. 

Product Amount    Price/1 glass Artcode.                                                    
15mm. F6 Matching Pop-Ups Around 50g/30 pcs. 6,50 euro 602-101                     
18mm. F6 Matching Pop-Ups Around 50g/30 pcs.   6,50 euro 602-102                
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Mussel Pop-Ups (Fluo Orange) 

 
Mussel Pop-Ups is built on identical attraction 
and flavor profile, as the Mussel HNV Boilie. 
Packed with aminos and appetite-stimuli, it is 
a very effective bait on its own. Fluo Orange 
color, make a thorough visual part of the job. 
A stinking Mussel Pop-Up with high visibility, 
that release its aromatic inner for a long time, 
and still maintain a strong buoyancy effect. 

Product Amount    Price/1 glass Artcode.                                                    
15mm. Mussel Pop-Ups (Fluo Orange) Around 50g/30 pcs. 6,50 euro 602-106                    
18mm. Mussel Pop-Ups (Fluo Orange) Around 50g/30 pcs.    6,50 euro 602-107                

 
 

Birdfood Pop-Ups (Yellow) 

 
 
A Pop-Up that is build on a base of birdfood 
and is packed with aminos/appetite-
stimulators. It makes an highly attractive food 
bait, with a discreet aroma that perfectly 
companion most sinking boilies. Suieable for 
further boosting. 

 
 

 

 

 

C.A. Baitline products is delivered within 3-5 days in Denmark, and within 2 weeks in rest of EU as 
long, as stock is available. To order see page 8. 

Product Amount    Price/1 glass Artcode.                                                    
15mm. Birdfood Pop-Ups (Yellow) Around 50g/40 pcs. 6,50 euro 602-152               
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Non flavor Pop-Ups 

These Pop-Ups are created without flavor, so 
they can be boosted in every direction that fits 
your fishing. Let them soak in your favorite 
boost/liquid/flavor and get Pop-Ups with a 
personal touch, or use them as neutral balancing 
of sinking hook-baits. 

 

 
 

 

Tigernuts 

Dried Tigernuts mixed 7-15mm. Soak them in 
water for 24-48 hours, and then cook them for 
45-60 minutes. This classic and selective bait is 
now ready to attract carps to the feeding area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.A. Baitline products is delivered within 3-5 days in Denmark, and within 2 weeks in rest of EU as 
long, as stock is available. To order see page 8. 

Product Amount    Price/1 glass Artcode.                                 
15mm. Non flavor Pop-Ups (Fluo white) Around 50g/40 pcs. 6,00 euro 602-232             
20mm. Non flavor Pop-Ups (Fluo white) Around 60g/20 pcs 6,00 euro 602-233             
16mm. Non flavor Pop-Ups (Fluo pink) Around 50g/30 pcs. 6,00 euro 602-272             

Product Amount    Price/kg Price/5kg                                                    Artcode.                                                    
Tørrede Tigernuts (Mixed 7-15mm) 5 kg bags 4,68 euro 23,40 euro. 603-151             
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Bag/Stick Mix 

Fishy Bag/Stick Mix releases a cloud effect in the 
water. Contains among other, crushed hemp, 
crushed maize, pellets, cornsteep-powder(CSP) 
and 20% fishmeal completes the blend. Perfect 
for PVA-bag or stick method, but can with 
advance be served as small feeding-balls on the 
chosen fishing spot. 

 

 

 

 

Liquids 

F6 Special Liquid: 

Boost hook-baits or your boilies/particles for 
feeding. F6 Special Liquid has same 
flavor/attractor profile, as our F6 Boilies and F6 
Matching Pop-Ups. Slowly it dissolves in the 
water, and releases its scent and a trail of 
aminos/appetite-stimulators. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

C.A. Baitline products is delivered within 3-5 days in Denmark, and within 2 weeks in rest of EU as 
long, as stock is available. To order see page 8. 

Product Amount    Price/1kg Artcode.                                                    
Fishy Bag/Stick Mix 1 kg bags 6,60 euro 605-102           

Product Amount    Price/1 bottle Artcode.                                            
F6 Special Liquid (PVA friendly) 250 ml bottle 9,30 euro 606-101           
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Robin Red®:  

Original Robin Red® Liquid from English Haith's, 
that can be used as Booster, Glug or Boilie Dip. 
An absolute classic that will keep deliver good 
results. 

 

 
 
 

 
GLM Liquid: 

Green Lipped Mussel Liquid, that can be used as 
Booster, Glug or Boilie Dip. This green liquid is a 
save choice, and it will get fish-attention. 

Hemp Oil: 

Pure Hamp Oil, that can be used as Booster, 
Glug or Boilie Dip. Nothing less than a high-
quality product. 

Salminol: 

A mix of hydrolyzed Salmon Oil and Aminol, that 
can be used as Booster, Glug and Boilie Dip. An 
effective liquid that smells of fish. 

Krill Liquid: 

This liquid is based on krill, and can be used as 
Booster, Glug or Boilie Dip. Krill is a fish-magnet, 
that have proved its strength through times. 
 

 

Product Amount    Price/1 Jerrycan Artcode.                                                    
Robin Red® Liquid (Not PVA friendly) 1 liter Jerrycan 16,00 euro 606-159           

Product Amount    Price/1 Jerrycan Artcode.                                                    
GLM Liquid (PVA friendly) 1 liter Jerrycan 19,90 euro 606-155          
Hemp Oil (PVA  friendly) 1 liter Jerrycan 19,90 euro 606-163 
Salminol (PVA  friendly) 1 liter Jerrycan 16,00 euro 606-152 
Krill Liquid (PVA  friendly) 1 liter Jerrycan 16,00 euro 606-153 
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Order and delivery 
Contact us to order products from C.A. Baitline or get answers on any of your questions. 
 

Contact Catch Adventure: 
Martin Stormly 
Hakkemosevej 6, 2630 Taastrup, Denmark 
Mobile: 51603321 
Messenger/Facebook: Catch Adventure 
Mail: CatchAdventure@hotmail.com 
VAT: DK 26 68 89 81 
 
After receiving your order with Artcodes/Amount and your contact information, we will send a 
order confirmation and a invoice, that is to be paid by bank transfer. When we register your 
payment, products will be dispatched. 
C.A. Baitline products is delivered within 3-5 days in Denmark, and within 2 weeks in rest of EU 
as long stock is available. All prices are without shipping cost, which will be added to the amount 
when ordering. 


